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Abstract

For signature verification systems, micro deformations can be defined as the

small differences in the same strokes of signatures or special writing habits of

different signers. These micro deformations can reveal the core distinction be-

tween the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. In this paper, we prove that

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have the potential to extract those mi-

cro deformations by max-pooling. More specifically, the micro deformations can

be determined by watching the location coordinates of the maximum values in

pooling windows of max-pooling. Extensive analysis and experiments demon-

strate that it is possible to achieve state-of-the-art performance by using this

location information as a new feature for capturing micro deformations, along

with convolutional features. The proposed method outperforms the state-of-

the-art systems on four publicly available datasets of different languages, i.e.,

English (GPDSsynthetic, CEDAR), Persian (UTSig), and Hindi (BHSig260).
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1. Introduction

Handwritten signatures are some of the most widely used biometric systems.

They are used for legal purposes on many administrative and financial docu-

ments such as bank cheques, credit cards, passports, identity certificates, and

other applications in our daily life [1]. Establishing an effective and efficient5

handwritten signature verification system to automatically handle a huge vol-

ume of signatures plays an important role in security domains [2]. Generally,

handwritten signature verification systems are divided into two categories: on-

line and offline. For online systems, data is collected as temporal sequences

such as positions of the pen, pressure coordinate sequence, pen elevation co-10

ordinate sequence, velocity, stroke order, etc. [3] For offline systems, data is

collected from static digital images. Whether online or offline, signature verifi-

cation is often defined as a two-class classification problem where an automated

system has to decide if a query signature is genuine (signature belongs to the

referenced authentic writer) or forged (falsely replicated signature of another15

person). Furthermore, forgeries are commonly categorized as [4],

• Random Forgery: genuine signature of any writer other than the authentic

writer.

• Simple/Casual Forgery: a forger only knows the name of the authentic

author.20

• Simulated/Skilled Forgery: the forger has access to authentic signatures

and forges after practicing an unrestricted number of times.

The verification task becomes particularly challenging with skilled forgeries pro-

duced by experienced forgers after deliberate practice. To establish a robust

signature verification system that could successfully cater to all of the above-25

mentioned forgeries and genuine signatures, the feature extraction procedure is

one of the most important steps.

To design a suitable feature extractor for verification systems, one idea is to

extract “micro deformations” as potential features from the signatures and use
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Figure 1: Examples of some specific “micro deformations” occurred between genuine signa-

tures and skilled forgeries. The red blocks represent the part with micro deformations between

genuine signatures and skilled forgeries

them to discriminate the genuine signatures and corresponding skilled forgeries.30

Specifically, the micro deformations between the genuine signatures and skilled

forgeries can be described as small translations, transformations, or distortions

of strokes, scaling in local regions of signatures, and special writing habits of

different signers, etc. Fig. 1 shows examples of different micro deformations

that exists between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. The left sample in35

Fig. 1 shows a vertical translation in the part of ‘F’ between genuine signature

and skilled forgery. The middle sample shows a scaling problem in the part

of ‘A’. The right sample shows a specific writing habit of different signers. A

tail has occurred at the bottom of ‘E’ in skilled forgery, but it does not oc-

cur in a genuine signature. Those micro deformations can be very hard to be40

discriminated against by traditional verification systems. Without a suitable

feature extractor, the micro deformations between genuine signatures and cor-

responding skilled forgeries may easily be ignored due to only major differences,

or “macro deformations”.

In this paper, we prove that Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have45

the potential to capture the micro deformations in max-pooling layers. Max-

pooling is a well-known operation to select the maximum value in fixed pooling

windows from the convolutional features. Max-pooling is employed in CNNs
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for two roles. The first role is to aggregate the information within a pooling

window to downsample the convolutional feature maps. The second role of50

max-pooling is its ability to provide a form of translation invariance, i.e. absorb

the micro deformations. Even if convolutional features undergo local spatial

translations by the deformation in the input images, by only preserving the

maximal response from a pooling window, the reduced feature maps will be

invariant to the translations. In other words, it means that the max-pooling55

operation is not sensitive to such micro deformations by only preserving the

maximums in pooling windows.

The motivation of this study is to find how can we detect and penalize the

cases when the max-pooling operation is going to remove the micro deforma-

tions between the genuine signatures and corresponding skilled forgeries. In60

the traditional max-pooling operation, spatial information is lost, which may

represent the crucial cues of these important micro deformations. We want to

recover lost information and micro deformations by watching the behaviors of

the max-pooling operation. We note that this collective information (the micro

deformations between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries) is the key infor-65

mation for offline signature verification systems. For example, practiced forgers

cannot capture all of the writing habits from a specific signer and the skilled

forgeries also contain some writing habits from the skilled forgers, which creates

some micro deformations between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries.

The main idea of this paper is preserving the micro deformations that would70

normally be lost due to the ordinary usage of max-pooling. We call the loca-

tion information (position coordinates) as “displacement features”. The idea of

using the max location, i.e., displacement feature, is first introduced in [5] for

an isolated character recognition task. Although the paper shows the useful-

ness of the displacement features, the performance improvement is limited to75

the recognition task. In contrast, we will show the displacement feature can

achieve drastic improvement in the offline signature verification task. We can

have this result because the micro deformations are very crucial for the sig-

nature verification tasks and the displacement features are very essential for
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representing the micro deformations. Thorough experimentation and analysis80

have been conducted on a large scale GPDS synthetic offline signature database

which validates the use of micro deformations as the proposed system clearly

outperforms all the systems reported to date (to the best of authors’ knowl-

edge) for offline signature verification on these data. In addition, the proposed

method also achieves state-of-the-art results on publicly available benchmark85

datasets of different languages, i.e., English (CEDAR dataset), Persian (UTSig

dataset), and Hindi (BHSig260 dataset).

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• We prove that the micro deformations can be extracted from ordinary

CNNs. Micro deformations are very crucial for discriminating genuine90

signatures and skilled forgeries in offline signature verification tasks.

• A two-phase CNN based feature extraction model that not only considers

the information between different users but also between the genuine sig-

natures and their corresponding skilled forgeries is applied to the offline

signature verification system. For the first phase, a CNN is pre-trained95

to discriminate the different users. For the second phase, another CNN is

applied to discriminate the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries.

• A large scale database GPDSsynthetic is used in experiments to train

the feature extractor. The first 500, 1,000, and 2,000 users are used for

training the CNN model. The final 5,000 users are used for testing the100

proposed method and establishing the verification system. The state-

of-the-art results are achieved on GPDSsynthetic, CEDAR, UTSig, and

BHSig260 datasets from different languages.

This work is an extension of [6]. In the previous work, the feature extractor

is only trained between the genuine signatures and the skilled forgeries, and ig-105

nored the information between different users. Compared to the previous work,

first, this paper considers the user differences in training the feature extractor.

Then, more experiments are conducted on three additional signature datasets
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and compared with state-of-the-art verification systems. Next, more analysis

and discussions are organized in this paper, including evaluating different num-110

bers of users to train the feature extractor, demonstrating the similarity matrix

of the proposed features in the PCA subspaces, and different kernel functions

used in the SVMs as the writer-dependent classifiers to build the verification

system. In addition, we also demonstrate how the displacement features capture

the micro deformations compared to the pooling features.115

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the merits

and drawbacks in some existed offline signature verification systems and feature

extractors. Section 3 describes how to training a CNN to capture the micro

deformations by the displacement features in detail. Section 4 presents the

experimental results and discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper120

with remarks and future work.

2. Related work

The modern offline signature verification systems often include three step-

s: preprocessing, feature extraction, and model training. The preprocessing

mainly includes noise removal [7, 8], signature normalization and centering125

[9, 10]. For the feature extraction step, features are often extracted from

original/preprocessed signature images by using handcrafted feature extrac-

tors [11, 12] and/or deep learning based feature extractors [13, 14]. For the mod-

el training step, writer-dependent (one model is trained for each user) [12, 15]

and writer-independent (a single model is used to classify signatures from any130

user) [1, 16] classifiers are normally applied in verification systems.

In order to build a robust offline signature verification system, the feature

extraction step plays a crucial role. Considering the recent researches, fea-

ture extractors for offline signature verification can be divided into two groups:

handcrafted feature extractors and deep learning based feature extractors.135
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2.1. Handcrafted feature extractors

The Handcrafted feature extractors are widely used in many computer vision

applications [17]. In the field of offline signature verification, various handcraft-

ed features are used to train writer-dependent or writer-independent classifiers,

such as geometrical features [11], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features [12], and140

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) features [18]. More recently, many

researchers focused on designing robust handcrafted features according to global

or local information. In [19], Zois et al. proposed post-oriented grid features

that encode the geometric structure of the signatures by grid templates. In [20],

Okawa proposed a feature extraction method based on a Fisher vector (FV)145

with fused “KAZE” features from both foreground and background signature

images. The “KAZE” features consider the structures between strokes and

stroke contour information more effectively. However, only using the handcraft-

ed features is hard to discriminate genuine signatures and the corresponding

skilled forgeries since the handcrafted features often extract local information150

from the signature images. To learn a good representation from different signa-

tures especially discriminating the genuine signatures and corresponding skilled

forgeries by novel approaches is needed.

2.2. Deep learning based feature extractors

In recent years, many deep learning based frameworks are proposed for image155

classification and detection [21, 22], natural language processing [23, 24], and

signature verification [9, 25]. In offline signature verification systems, various

deep learning based features are proposed to capture the behaviors of different

writers [9, 13]. Zhang et al. [14] proposed an unsupervised feature for offline

signature verification, based on Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Net-160

works (DCGANs), which has a robust generalization ability compared to hand-

crafted features. Lai and Jin [26] proposed a CNN based model that learned

discriminative features from global and local levels. Furthermore, a Position-

Dependent Siamese Network (PDSN) is designed to model the local feature

structure which helps to learn a discriminative feature space. Hafemann et al.165
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[9, 13] proposed a CNN based feature extraction approach, named ”Signet”, to

obtain discriminative features between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries

for different users.

Compared to the existing methods, the proposed method has the following

advantages. First, the proposed method proves that the micro deformations are170

captured by using displacement features from a max-pooling layer, which is the

key information to discriminate genuine signatures and corresponding skilled

forgeries. Second, the proposed method trains the network with a huge number

of users, which can be easily used in large-scale verification systems. Third, the

proposed method can also discriminate the different users well by a pre-trained175

CNN.

3. Learning micro deformations by max-pooling

In this section, we introduce how to fuse the displacement features and

pooling features as the final discriminative features for capturing the micro de-

formations not only between different users but also between genuine signatures180

and skilled forgeries. First, we introduce a CNN based architecture trained be-

tween genuine signatures from different users so that to capture the differences

between different users. Then, based on the pre-trained CNN, we introduce how

to extract the displacement features and fuse them with pooling features to cap-

ture the micro deformations between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries in185

a combined architecture. Finally, we introduce how to train writer-dependent

classifiers based on the fused features to build a complete verification system.

3.1. Pre-training a CNN to classify the signatures from different users

To discriminate different users, we design a CNN based architecture with

3 convolutional and pooling layers, 2 fully-connected layers and a softmax lay-190

er. In the convolutional layers, the kernel size is 3 × 3 with stride 1, and the

number of the filters is 32, 64 and 128, respectively. In the pooling layers, the

max-pooling size is 2 × 2 with stride 2. In the fully-connected layers, the first
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fully-connected layer has 4, 096 nodes and reduces to 2, 048 in the second fully-

connected layer. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function195

for the network, and batch normalization is used to speed the training process.

In the softmax layer, the number of the neurons is according to the number of

users (for example, 500 users correspond to 500 neurons). Cross-entropy is used

as the loss function to train the network.

3.2. Capturing the micro deformations between genuine signatures and skilled200

forgeries

After the CNN training process, the difference information between the dif-

ferent users is obtained. Since the target of the signature verification systems

is mainly to distinguish genuine signatures from corresponding skilled forgeries,

the proposed method should also learn the difference (micro deformations) be-205

tween the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. In this part, we first introduce

the displacement features extracted from the max-pooling layers. Then, we in-

troduce how to fuse the displacement features with pooling features to capture

the micro deformations between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries.

3.2.1. Extracting displacement features from pooling layers210

Considering the spatial information lost in max-pooling operation, we ex-

tract displacement features [5, 27] from the first pooling layer of the pre-trained

CNN. The displacement features represent the location and direction of the

maximums in the pooling windows, which might be the crucial information be-

tween the genuine signatures and corresponding skilled forgeries. Fig. 2 shows215

the examples of translation, scaling, and nonlinear cases that occurred in the

max-pooling operation. In the translation case, a vertical translation in the

maximums shifts the elements up and down. In the scaling case, the area zoom-

s out from the top figure to the bottom figure. In the nonlinear case, the shape

of the area is also different between the two figures. However, after the max-220

pooling operation, both cases achieve the same pooling results in a pooling

window. If we only retain the maximums from the max-pooling operation, spa-
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Figure 2: Relationship between the micro deformations to the location of maximums in pooling

windows. Different colors represent the different pooling windows. The pooling size is 2 ×

2 with stride 2. The blue blocks represent the maximums of each pooling window. Note

that those micro deformations do not affect the final max-pooling results. This means that

conventional CNNs ignore the micro deformations.

tial information will be lost. The displacement features can record these crucial

deformations lost in max-pooling operation.

Fig. 3 shows the procedure of extracting the pooling features and displace-225

ment features simultaneously. Here, the pooling size is 2 × 2 with stride 2,

the value of the displacement features both in horizontal and vertical directions

bound by [−1, 1]. The displacement features record the location and direction

of the max response in the receptive field and are intended to extract infor-

mation which might be the major difference between the genuine signatures230

and corresponding skilled forgeries. Fig. 4 presents the pooling features and

displacement features of samples from the GPDSsynthetic dataset based on a

Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color model whose color and intensity denote the

direction and average length of the displacement features. Here, the left part

is the samples of genuine signature and the right part is the samples of skilled235

forgeries. In the same channel, the pooling features between the genuine signa-

tures and corresponding skilled forgeries are very similar. But, the displacement

features describe the location information of maximums in max-pooling opera-
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Displacements for Offline Signature Verification

Original image

Figure 3: The procedure of the feature extraction in pooling windows. The pooling size is 2×2

with stride 2. The pooling features are the maximums in the pooling windows, the displace-

ment features are the position coordinates of the corresponding maximums. The displacement

vector (−1, 1) means that the vertical displacement from the center to the maximum value is

−1 and the horizontal displacement is 1.

18

Figure 4: Visualization of the pooling features and the displacement features of two samples

on GPDSsynthetic dataset. The samples on the left are genuine samples and the samples

on the right are skilled forgeries. For each sub-figure, the upper left image is the original

signature, the first row shows the corresponding pooling features, and the second row shows

the displacement features. Each column represents one convolutional filter. The visualization

of displacement features is based on an HSV color model whose color and intensity denote the

direction and average length of the displacement features.
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Figure 5: The feature extraction and verification procedures. The top CNN is designed to

classify the difference between different users. The bottom CNN is designed to obtaining the

difference between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries by using displacement features.

tion, which might capture some micro deformations of forgery signatures when

some skilled writers imitated the genuine signatures.240

3.2.2. Training a CNN to capture the micro deformations

To capture the micro deformations between the genuine signatures and

skilled forgeries, we used a second CNN to classify the genuine signatures and

skilled forgeries based on the extracted displacement features. The architecture

that we used for fusing the pooling features and displacement features is shown245

in Fig. 5. We can see that the architecture for processing the displacement

features is the same as the pre-trained CNN without the first convolutional and

pooling layers. The other difference between the two CNNs is the final softmax

layers. The top CNN is designed to classify the original signature images from

different users. The displacement features are extracted from the top CNN and250

used as the inputs of the bottom CNN. Here, we divide the displacement into

the horizontal and vertical directions and apply the same architecture. We then

fuse the pooling features and displacement features in the last fully-connected

layer as the final discriminative features.
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3.3. Training the writer-dependent classifiers255

After the feature extraction processing, we obtain the fused features from the

previous CNN based feature extractor. The next step is to build the verification

system. Here, we train the writer-dependent classifiers to build the system.

For each user (not included in CNN training procedure), we use the genuine

signatures as the positive samples and genuine signatures from other users as260

the negative samples to build the training set (no forgery signature is used).

Then, we choose linear and RBF kernel SVMs as the writer-dependent classifiers

to train the models.

When using writer-dependent classifiers, there is a large imbalance in positive

and negative samples due to the target user’s genuine signatures being used as

positive samples, and other users’ signatures used as random forgeries. To

overcome the imbalanced problem that the negative samples are much more

than the positive samples, we use different weights settings for the positive and

negative classes [9] in the objective function. Then, the SVM objective function

becomes,

min
1

2
wTw + Cp

M∑
i=1

yi=+1

ξi + Cn

N∑
i=1

yi=−1

ξi

s.t. yi(w
Txi + b) ≥ 1− ξi and ξi ≥ 0,

(1)

where xi is a fused feature of the training sample with target value yi, w is the

weight parameter in SVM, ξi is the slack variables, M and N are the numbers

of the positive and negative samples, Cp and Cn are the weights for the positive

and negative class,

Cp =
N

M
Cn. (2)

For the testing procedure, we build two test sets. The first one uses the

remaining genuine signatures of the target user as the positive samples and265

skilled forgeries of the target user as the negative samples to build the test

set for evaluating the skilled forgeries experiment. The second one uses the

remaining genuine signatures of the target user as the positive samples and
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the remaining genuine signatures of the other users as the negative samples for

evaluating the random impostor experiment.270

4. Experiment

In this section, we first introduce the datasets, preprocessing and experi-

mental protocol. Then, we use two CNN based architectures to extract features

from original signatures and evaluate the proposed methods. The first one uses

the original signature to train a CNN between the different users and the dis-275

placement features to train another CNN for capturing the micro deformations

between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. The second one uses the

original signature to train a CNN between the genuine signatures and skilled

forgeries and the displacement features to train another CNN between the differ-

ent users. Next, we evaluate the proposed method by using different numbers of280

users (500, 1,000, and 2,000 users). Finally, we calculate the class-wise similarity

matrix between the genuine signatures, skilled forgeries, and random impostors

in Principal Component Analysis (PCA) subspaces and discuss the performance

of the proposed models in detail.

4.1. Experimental protocol285

4.1.1. Datasets

We conduct the experiments on GPDSsynthetic [28], CEDAR [29], UT-

Sig [30], and BHSig260 [31] datasets to evaluate the proposed method, which

belong to different language scripts. The GPDSsynthetic is a large scale dataset

that contains 24 genuine signatures and 30 skilled forgeries for each user. The290

number of users is 10,000, so the GPDSsynthetic dataset contains 240,000 gen-

uine signatures and 300,000 skilled forgeries and it is very suitable for deep

learning based methods. The CEDAR dataset is an English signature dataset

that consists of 55 users with 24 genuine signatures and 24 forgeries for each us-

er. Hence, the dataset is comprised of 2,640 signatures. The UTSig is a Persian295

offline signature dataset which consists of 8,280 signatures from 115 users. Each
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user has 27 genuine signatures of an authentic person, 3 opposite-hand signed,

and 42 skilled forgeries. The BHSig260 dataset contains two subsets: BHSig260

(Bengali) dataset and BHSig260 (Hindi) dataset. The BHSig260 dataset is a

Bengali signature dataset that consists of 24 genuine signatures and 30 forged300

signatures from 100 users. The BHSig260 dataset is a Hindi signature dataset

that consists of 24 genuine signatures and 30 forged signatures from 160 users.

4.1.2. Preprocessing

Since the signature images are different sizes in the datasets and the proposed

method expects the inputs of a fixed size, we apply several preprocessing steps in305

our experiment. First, we center the signatures by using the signatures’ center

of mass. Then, we binarize the images using OTSU’s method [8]. Finally, to

determine the input size, we conduct an experiment with different input sizes

(64× 64, 128× 128, and 256× 256) on the GPDSsynthetic dataset. If the input

size is small (64 × 64), the performance is not better than bigger input sizes310

(128 × 128 and 256 × 256). And the performances are similar when the input

sizes are 128× 128 and 256× 256. Therefore, we choose 128× 128 as the input

size in our experiments.

4.1.3. Experimental settings

For the procedure of training the CNN based feature extractor, we use the315

part of signatures from the GPDSsynthetic dataset. For building the training

set, we use the signatures from the user of No. 5001 to No. 5500 (500 users),

No. 5001 to No. 6000 (1,000 users) and No. 5001 to No. 7000 (2,000 users).

Then, we use the final 50 users (No. 9951 to No. 10000) as the validation set.

To build the signature verification systems, we train linear and RBF kernel320

SVMs as the writer-dependent classifiers for each user. To evaluate the proposed

method, we use 5 sub-datasets, GPDS-150, GPDS-300, GPDS-1000, GPDS-

2000, GPDS-5000 (the first 100, 150, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000 users of GPDS-10000

dataset) for final evaluation. For a specific user, we randomly select 5 genuine

signatures as the positive samples and 5 genuine signatures from other users as325
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the negative samples to build the training set for writer-dependent classifiers.

For the writer-dependent classifiers training process, the weights Cn are found

by grid search on the validation set, and the Cp is calculated by Eq. (2).

For the evaluation of the test set, the remaining genuine signatures from

the target user are used for calculating the False Rejection Rate (FRR). The330

False Acceptance Rate for the skilled forgeries (FARskilled) experiment has been

obtained with forgery samples of the target user. The False Acceptance Rate

for the random impostor (FARrandom) experiment has been obtained with the

genuine signatures from all the remaining users. The Equal Error Rate for

skilled forgeries experiment (EERskilled) is calculated by FARskilled = FRR,335

and the EER for the random impostor experiment (EERrandom) is calculated

by FARrandom = FRR.

4.2. Training two CNN based architectures

To evaluate the performance of the displacement features in the feature ex-

traction process, we design two CNN based architectures trained between 500340

users. The first one (Proposed-1) uses the original signature to train a CNN for

capturing the micro deformations between the different users and the displace-

ment features to train another CNN between the genuine signatures and skilled

forgeries. The second one (Proposed-2) uses the original signature to train a

CNN between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries and the displacement345

features to train another CNN between the different users. The purpose of this

design is to evaluate the kind of information that the displacement can extract

from the signatures (the difference between different users or the “micro defor-

mations” between genuine signatures and skilled forgeries). The architectures of

the ‘Proposed-1’ and ‘Proposed-2’ are shown in Fig. 6. Since this study mainly350

focuses on capturing the micro deformations between the genuine signatures and

corresponding skilled forgeries, the architecture selection is not the key point.

Other state-of-the-art CNN-based architectures can also be selected for building

verification systems.

For the training process, the hyperparameters are selected from the valida-355
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Figure 6: The architectures of the proposed models. The left part is the architecture of

‘Proposed-1’ model and the right part is the architecture of ‘Proposed-2’. model.

tion set. We use Adam as the optimizer to minimize the loss function with

mini-batch size 64. The model is trained for 40 epochs. The initial learning rate

is set to 10−4 and reduced by a factor of 0.95 after each epoch. After the CNN

training process, we take the trained model as a feature extractor to extract the

fused features and train the RBF kernel SVMs as the writer-dependent clas-360

sifiers to build the verification system. Here, we note that the inference time

of feature extraction and verification procedure is very efficient and similar to

traditional CNN-based architectures and feature extraction methods.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we test the proposed

method on the GPDS-150, GPDS-300, GPDS-1000, GPDS-2000, and GPDS-365

5000 datasets and compared it with the traditional CNNs (CNN-1 and CNN-2)

based features, and only using the displacement features based architectures

(Dis-1 and Dis-2). For the traditional CNN models, CNN-1 is a feature extrac-

tor trained to discriminate different users and CNN-2 is trained between the

genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. For the displacement features based370

architectures, Dis-1 is trained between the genuine signatures and skilled forg-

eries and Dis-2 is trained between different users. The experimental results are

the averages of all users with 10 trials. We conducted the pairwise t-test with

confidence value 0.05 between the proposed methods and traditional CNN mod-
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Table 1: Performance of different models for the skilled forgeries experiment (EERskilled in

%). The CNN based architectures are trained by using data from 500 users. RBF kernel

SVMs are used as the writer-dependent classifiers.

Dataset CNN-1+SVM CNN-2+SVM Dis-1+SVM Dis-2+SVM Proposed-1 Proposed-2

GPDS-150 12.34±0.42 9.85±0.37 10.86±0.35 14.59±0.39 8.23±0.41 9.54±0.44

GPDS-300 12.45±0.44 9.94±0.41 10.94±0.52 14.36±0.32 8.18±0.47 9.71±0.36

GPDS-1000 12.38±0.47 9.72±0.39 10.84±0.48 14.88±0.56 8.37±0.51 9.52±0.39

GPDS-2000 12.52±0.39 9.68±0.38 11.01±0.42 14.75±0.47 8.44±0.49 9.72±0.42

GPDS-5000 12.43±0.51 9.75±0.44 10.88±0.45 14.62±0.51 8.33±0.47 9.65±0.35

Table 2: Performance of different models for the random impostors experiment (EERrandom

in %).

Dataset CNN-1+SVM CNN-2+SVM Dis-1+SVM Dis-2+SVM Proposed-1 Proposed-2

GPDS-150 1.88±0.32 4.85±0.42 5.63±0.44 2.04±0.41 2.01±0.45 1.89±0.31

GPDS-300 1.75±0.33 4.92±0.34 5.72±0.41 2.14±0.38 1.89±0.42 1.56±0.28

GPDS-1000 1.82±0.41 4.98±0.42 5.84±0.45 1.98±0.45 1.92±0.53 1.50±0.28

GPDS-2000 1.85±0.35 5.01±0.53 5.82±0.37 1.91±0.37 1.87±0.47 1.50±0.40

GPDS-5000 1.78±0.41 4.88±0.39 5.91±0.47 1.94±0.34 1.83±0.49 1.23±0.31

els (Proposed-1 corresponds to CNN-1 and Proposed-2 corresponds to CNN-2).375

Table 1 shows the results of the skilled forgeries experiment. This experiment

is to verify whether the query samples are genuine signatures or skilled forgeries.

We can see that only using the SVMs with features extracted from a traditional

CNN (CNN-1 or CNN-2) can achieve reasonable results. Furthermore, the result380

of CNN-2 is better than CNN-1. This is because CNN-2 is trained between the

genuine signatures and skilled forgeries, but the CNN-1 is only trained between

the different users. Only using the displacement features (Dis-1 and Dis-2)

can obtain similar results but slightly worse. This is because the displacement

features only contain the location information of the maximums that are not385

enough to fully represent the original signatures for the verification system. In

addition, as the number of users included in the datasets increase, the EERs

do not change significantly. This means that the proposed feature extractor is

stable for larger-scale verification systems.
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Figure 7: Performance of the skilled forgeries experiment (EERskilled in %) when using

5 samples of each users to train the writer-dependent classifiers. Here, ‘P1’ and ‘P2’ are

the ‘Proposed-1’ and ‘Proposed-2’ based feature extractors, respectively. ‘Linear’ and ‘RBF’

represent the linear SVM and RBF kernel SVM that are used in verification system.
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Figure 8: Performance of the random impostors experiment (EERrandom in %) when using 5

samples of each users to train the writer-dependent classifiers.

Table 2 shows the results of the random impostors experiment. This exper-390

iment is mainly to discriminate the signatures from the target user with the

signatures from other users. We can see that the proposed methods also achieve

good performance.

4.3. Training the models with different number of users

The previous experiments only use 500 signatures to train the proposed395

feature extractors. In this section, we discuss the influence of using different

numbers of users. We consider using 1,000 and 2,000 users to train the C-

NN based architectures. We also use the previous architectures (Proposed-1

and Proposed-2) in our experiments. For the process of training the writer-

dependent classifiers, we also choose the linear and RBF kernel SVMs to build400

the verification system. Here, we also select 5 genuine signatures of each user

to build the training set.
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For the 1,000 users’ training set, we select the signatures from the user of

No. 5001 to No. 6000. the validation and test sets are as same as the previous

experiments. For the CNN training process, since it is hard to train between the405

huge number of users, we chose an initial learning rate of 1e-5 for 400 epochs.

Other hyper-parameters are as same as before. For 2,000 users’ training set,

we select the signatures from the user of No. 5001 to No. 7000. For the CNN

training process, the initial learning rate is also set to 1e-5, and the number of

the epoch is set to 600. Other hyper-parameters are also as same as before. The410

experimental results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

From Fig. 7 and 8, we can see that as the number of users is increased, the

EERs of the proposed models decrease on all datasets. For the skilled forgeries

experiment, the first architecture with RBF kernel SVMs (P1+RBF) achieves

the best results when the training samples include both 1,000 and 2,000 users.415

For the random imposters experiment, when the training samples include 1,000

users, the first architecture with RBF kernel SVMs (P1+RBF) achieves the best

result on the GPDS-2000 dataset. When the training samples include 2,000 user-

s, the first architecture obtains the best result on the GPDS-300 dataset. In

other cases, the second architecture with RBF kernel SVM (P2+RBF) obtains420

the best results. Through the experiments, we can see that the fused features

that are trained not only between different users, but also between the gen-

uine signatures and skilled forgeries can capture the micro deformations and

work well to discriminate the genuine signatures, skilled forgeries, and random

impostors.425

Fig. 9 presents two improved examples by using the proposed method. We

visualized the displacement features to observe the micro different behaviors

between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. From Fig. 9, we can see

that the genuine signatures have similar behaviors on the displacement features

and the skilled forgeries are different from the genuine samples in some places.430

For the first sample, in the left part of the first filter that is shown in the figure,

the genuine samples have some features in red and blue directions, but it is rare

in the skilled forgery samples. In the second filter, the displacement features
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Figure 9: Examples improvement of the displacement features by capturing the micro defor-

mation between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. The first column is the original

signature images, the second and the third columns are the displacement features extracted

from two convolutional filters.

can capture the same direction on the ‘dot’ part in the genuine signatures but

in the skilled forgeries, the corresponding position is different compared to the435

genuine signatures. The second sample has a similar behavior with the first

sample. The improved samples demonstrate that the proposed method can

capture some micro deformations or distortions between the genuine signatures

and skilled forgeries, which is very important for the verification systems.

4.4. Similarity of the proposed features in the PCA subspaces440

To further observe the behaviors of the proposed feature extractors, we mea-

sure the similarities of the fused features not only between the different users

but also between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries in the PCA sub-

spaces. At first, we train the Proposed-1 and Proposed-2 models on the training
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set. Then, we extract the features of the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries

from the target user, and the genuine signatures from the other users. Finally,

we train different PCA models on the samples that are in the same classes and

preserve 10% of eigenvalues for each PCA model to build the PCA subspaces.

The similarity can be defined by using the canonical angles,

cos δi = sup
αi ⊥ αj ,βi ⊥ βj

1 ≤ i, j ≤ p

αT
i βi

‖αi‖‖βi‖
. (3)

Here, α ∈ P,β ∈ Q, P and Q are two PCA subspaces, P,Q ∈ Rn, dim P = p ≤

dim Q = q. Then the similarity can be defined as,

S =
1

p

p∑
i=1

cos2 δi. (4)

If two PCA subspaces completely coincide with each other, all canonical

angles will be 0 and S equals to 1. The similarity gets smaller as the two spaces

separate. Finally, the similarity is zero when the two subspaces are orthogonal

to each other [32]. The similarity matrices are shown in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 10, we can see that, as the number of users is increased, the sim-445

ilarity between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries decreases. In the

model of Proposed-2, this similarity between the genuine signatures and skilled

forgeries is higher than the Proposed-1 model, which means that the features

learned from the Proposed-1 have better discrimination than the Proposed-2.

For the random impostor samples, the similarities with the genuine signatures450

are all very low, and it also decreases as the number of the user increases.

Through this, we can observe that the proposed method can not only discrim-

inate the different users well but also discriminate the genuine signatures and

their corresponding skilled forgeries well.

4.5. Comparing the proposed method with state-of-the-art models on the GPDS455

dataset

We also compare our proposed method with many state-of-the-art systems

on the GPDS dataset. Since the GPDS dataset has many versions, we choose
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Figure 10: The similarity matrix of Proposed-1 and Proposed-2 models in PCA subspaces

when the number of the training samples include 500, 1,000, and 2,000 users. ‘G’ is the class

of the genuine signatures, ‘F’ is the class of the skilled forgeries, ‘R’ is the class of the random

impostor samples.
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Table 3: Comparison with the state-of-the-art systems on the GPDS dataset (EERskilled

(standard deviation) in %).

Systems Source #Refs
Number of user

75 150 160 300 1000 2000 4000 5000

[33] GPDS960Gray 5 - - 4.01(0.39) 4.40(0.34) - - - -

[33] GPDS960Gray 12 - - 2.86(0.24) 3.34(0.22) - - - -

[34] GPDS960Gray 5 - - 3.83(0.33) 4.53(0.14) - - - -

[34] GPDS960Gray 14 - - 2.74(0.18) 3.47(0.16) - - - -

[25] GPDS960Gray 10 15.08 - - 20.94 - - - -

[13] GPDS960Gray 12 - - - 0.41(0.05) - - - -

[35] GPDS960Gray 12 - - - 9.25 - - - -

[9] GPDS960Gray 5 - - 2.41(0.12) 2.42(0.24) - - - -

[9] GPDS960Gray 12 - - 1.72(0.15) 1.69(0.18) - - - -

[19] GPDS960Gray 12 - - - 3.24 - - - -

[36] GPDS960Gray 5 - - - 9.04 - - - -

[36] GPDS960Gray 12 - - - 5.53 - - - -

[37] GPDS960Gray 10 - - - 9.94 - - - -

[38] GPDS960Gray 4 - - - 16.92 - - - -

[38] GPDS960Gray 8 - - - 15.95 - - - -

[38] GPDS960Gray 12 - - - 15.07 - - - -

[39] GPDS960Gray 10 - - 10.70 12.83 - - - -

[16] GPDS960Gray 12 - - - 3.47(0.15) - - - -

[40] GPDSsynthetic pairs - - - - - 10.37 - -

[41] GPDSsynthetic 5 - 10.64(0.32) - 11.01(0.28) - - - -

[42] GPDSsynthetic 5 - 10.89(0.27) - 11.56(0.33) - 10.37 - -

[43] GPDSsynthetic 5 - - - - - - 7.99 -

[43] GPDSsynthetic 7 - - - - - - 7.34 -

[43] GPDSsynthetic 10 - - - - - - 6.81 -

[44] GPDSsynthetic 5 - - - 22.13(0.42) - - - -

[44] GPDSsynthetic 12 - - - 14.93(0.18) - - - -

[45] GPDSsynthetic 10 - - - - - - 6.13(0.29) -

[34] GPDSsynthetic 10 - - - - - - 8.70(0.35) -

[46] GPDSsynthetic 10 6.84 - - - - - - -

[47] GPDSsynthetic 10 7.24 - - - - - - -

[25] GPDSsynthetic 10 12.83 12.67 - - 12.43 12.80 13.3 -

[35] GPDSsynthetic 10 - - - - - - 18.32 -

[14] GPDSsynthetic 14 - - - - - - 14.79 -

[48] GPDSsynthetic 10 6.62 - - - - - - -

[11] GPDSsynthetic 5 - 11.48 - 12.11 11.07 11.34 - 11.10

[12] GPDSsynthetic 5 - 16.45 - 16.50 17.01 16.63 - 16.93

Ours GPDSsynthetic 5 6.52(0.42) 6.87(0.35) - 7.11(0.41) 6.89(0.45) 6.74(0.36) 6.69(0.38) 6.78(0.37)

Ours GPDSsynthetic 10 5.31(0.37) 5.45(0.42) - 5.38(0.36) 5.54(0.41) 5.47(0.32) 5.31(0.41) 5.29(0.47)

Ours GPDSsynthetic 12 4.74(0.34)4.82(0.38) - 4.52(0.42) 4.71(0.43)4.62(0.38)4.64(0.40)4.59(0.41)
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the GPDS960Gray and GPDSsynthetic as the source datasets. Then, according

to the number of users, we build the subsets of the source datasets and compare460

them in Table. 3. The proposed feature extractor is trained between 2,000 users

on GPDSsynthetic dataset.

From Table. 3, we can see that the proposed model works well on the G-

PDSsynthetic dataset. As the number of users increases, the performance of

the proposed model is stable. Even though some comparison methods work465

well on GPDS-160 and GPDS-300 datasets, they are not necessarily applicable

to large amounts of users. In addition, the proposed method performs better

than systems[11, 12, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 45] which apply the traditional hand-

crafted or computer vision based features to feature extraction procedure.

4.6. Comparing the proposed method with state-of-the-art models on other dataset-470

s

To evaluate the generalization performance of the proposed method, we

choose three real signature datasets, CEDAR, UTSig, and BHSig260, of dif-

ferent language scripts. We first train the feature extractor between 2,000 users

on GPDSsynthetic dataset. Then, we extract the features and train writer-475

dependent classifiers on these 3 datasets respectively. For CEDAR and UTSig

dataset, we randomly select 5, 10, and 12 genuine signatures of each user to train

the writer-dependent classifiers. For BHSig260 dataset, we randomly select 2, 5,

and 8 genuine signatures of each user to train the writer-dependent classifiers.

Table. 4, 5, and 6 present the comparison with state-of-the-art performance480

on CEDAR, UTSig, and BHSig260 datasets, respectively.

For the CEDAR dataset, we obtain competitive results using the proposed

method. The proposed method obtains 2.76% EERskilled when the number of

reference samples is 12. System [51] achieves 0.79% EERskilled, which is better

than our system. However, the proposed method outperforms System [51] on the485

UTSig dataset. System [13] achieves 2.33% EERskilled, which is a little better

than our system. Compared to this system, the proposed method does not use

samples from the CEDAR dataset to fine-tune the feature extractor, which is
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Table 4: Comparison with the state-of-the-art systems on the CEDAR dataset.

Systems #Refs EERrandom (%) EERskilled (%)

[48] 10 0.61 5.76

[9] 4 - 5.92(0.48)

[9] 8 - 4.77(0.76)

[9] 12 - 4.53(0.42)

[40] pairs - 8.50

[49] 1 - 11.59

[19] 5 - 4.12

[19] 10 - 3.02

[13] 10 0.37 3.60(1.26)

[13] 10 - 2.33(0.88)*

[16] 12 - 3.32(0.22)

[50] 5 - 2.30

[51] 10 - 0.79

[52] 5 - 2.90

[53] 16 - 1.00

Ours 5 0.65(0.17) 3.89(0.45)

Ours 10 0.32(0.12) 2.95(0.38)

Ours 12 0.21(0.07) 2.76(0.43)

* Fine-tuned model.

Table 5: Comparison with the state-of-the-art sys-

tems on the UTSig dataset.

Systems #Refs EERrandom (%) EERskilled (%)

[25] 12 - 17.45

[48] 12 1.11 11.75

[43] 5 - 11.16

[43] 10 - 9.80

[51] 12 - 6.22

[30] 12 - 29.71

[54] 12 - 16.00

Ours 5 1.33(0.11) 7.86(0.47)

Ours 10 0.96(0.15) 6.62(0.58)

Ours 12 0.82(0.13) 6.14(0.32)

Table 6: Comparison with the state-of-the-art systems on

the BHSig260 dataset.

Dataset Systems #Refs EERrandom (%) EERskilled (%)

Bengali [55] 2 1.78 10.67

Bengali [31] 8 - 33.82

Bengali Ours 2 1.65(0.21) 9.87(0.34)

Bengali Ours 5 1.03(0.16) 8.92(0.41)

Bengali Ours 8 0.88(0.13) 8.21(0.38)

Hindi [55] 2 1.34 11.88

Hindi [31] 8 - 24.47

Hindi Ours 2 1.42(0.18) 10.53(0.45)

Hindi Ours 5 1.11(0.21) 9.84(0.42)

Hindi Ours 8 0.95(0.17) 9.01(0.39)
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(a) Traditional CNN (b) Proposed method

Figure 11: Visualization of features of random 50 users on CEDAR dataset by t-SNE. (a)

Traditional CNN-based feature extractor. (b) Proposed feature extractor. Here, the feature

extractors are trained on 2,000 users. The pink (light) and blue (dark) dots represent the

genuine signatures and skilled forgeries.

the reason that the performance of the proposed method is a little worse than

that system. In addition, the lower EERrandom achieved in random forgery490

scenario also demonstrates the general effectiveness of the proposed method.

Fig. 11 compares the features learned from the traditional CNN-based fea-

ture extractor with the proposed feature extractor by t-SNE [56]. We can see

that the genuine signatures are mixed and easily confused with the skilled forg-

eries around the center of Fig. 11 (a). However, the two are more easily separated495

in Fig. 11 (b). This means that the proposed feature extractor discriminates

the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries well than the traditional CNN-based

feature extractor. In other words, it proves that the displacement features are

better than pooling features for capturing the micro deformations between the

genuine signatures and skilled forgeries.500

For the UTSig dataset, the proposed method obtains state-of-the-art results

compared with other systems. The proposed method achieves 7.86%, 6.62%,

and 6.14% EERskilled when the number of reference samples is 5, 10, and 12,

respectively. Even if we only use 5 reference samples of each user, the proposed

method also obtains the best performance compared with other systems.505

For the BHSig260 dataset, to compare the proposed method with state-of-

the-art systems in a fair way, we choose 2, 5, and 8 instead of 5, 10, and 12 as
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the number of reference samples to train the writer-dependent classifiers. Due

to this dataset contains two sub-datasets, Bengali and Hindi, we report the

results separately. We can see that the proposed method also achieves the best510

performance compared with other state-of-the-art systems. For the Bengali

dataset, the proposed method obtains 9.87% EERskilled when the number of

reference samples is 2, which is still better than 10.67% EERskilled obtained

by [55]. For the Hindi dataset, we can obtain a consistent conclusion as the

proposed method also performs well on this dataset.515

According to the experiments, we can see that the proposed feature extractor

has a strong generalization ability on different datasets. The limitation of the

proposed feature extractor is that we do not train the feature extractor on

different target datasets. However, it achieves state-of-the-art performances on

different datasets. It means that the proposed feature extractor which is only520

trained on the GPDSsynthetic dataset could capture the micro deformations

between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proved that ordinary CNNs have the potential to extract

micro deformations in the max-pooling operation for offline signature verifica-525

tion tasks. The discriminative information can be learned from the max-pooling

operation, which captures the difference not only between the different users but

also between the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries by fusing displacement

features and pooling features.

For building the verification system, we first train a CNN based model on530

original signature to discriminate different users. Then, we extract the displace-

ment features from the pre-trained CNN and train another CNN to discriminate

the genuine signatures and skilled forgeries. After training the CNN, we take

the trained model as a feature extractor to extract the fused features for training

writer-dependent classifiers to build a verification system.535

For future work, we consider fine-tuning the proposed feature extractor on
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different target datasets and applying the proposed method to the online signa-

ture verification systems. In addition, we plan to build an end-to-end verification

system for different signature verification tasks.
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